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This is a collection of some of the acronyms now in everyday use in
the Shuttle world. It is a combination of lists that have been prepared at
the Kennedy and Johnson Space Centers, places where intensive Shuttle
activities are under way. In the nature of acronyms-which are compressed
identifiers of systems or structures felt too long and cumbersome to be
christened in the normal fashion-the list is neither comprehensive nor
totally up-to-date. Let no one think this list has the status and sanction of
a dictionary; it is intended as a guide or reference.
The transience of technical acronyms is best demonstrated by
contrasting this list with the special lingo and jargon employed only a
decade ago during the days of Apollo. A limited number of terms are the
same, but the working groups speak in a different dialect. Perhaps the best
way to think of this collection is as a phrasebook to help observers make







Tests to determine that a part, component, subsystem, or facihty is
capable of meeting performance requirements prescribed in purchase
specifications, or other documents specifying what constitutes the
adequate performance capability for the item.
AFT FLIGHT DECK
That part of the Orbiter cabin on the upper deck where payload
controls can be located.
AIRLOCK
A compartment, capable of being depressurized without depressuri-
zation of the Orbiter cabin, used to transfer crewmembers and
equipment. A similar compartment in the Spacelab module is used
to expose experiments to space.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FLIGHT OPPORTUNITY
The process by which proposed investigations are solicited for a
specific space flight.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FLIGHT PERIODS
The process by which proposed investigations are solicited for space
flight within a designated time period, but without a specific flight
number identification. The flight period may include plans for one
or more flights.
ASSEMBLY
A number of parts, or subassemblies and/or any combination
thereof, joined together to perform a specific function and capable
of disassembly. The distinction between an assembly and a sub-
assembly is determined by the individual application. An assembly in
one instance may be a subassembly in another, where it forms a
portion of an assembly.
ATLAS-CENTAUR CLASS
Payloads weighing approximately 4000 to 4400 pounds (1800 to
2000 kilograms).
ATTACHING PART








moreof theseunits may be used with a payload to provide the
additional velocity required to place a payload in the desired orbit or
trajectory. Also, a propulsion system that is used to provide mid-
course trajectory corrections, braking maneuvers, and/or orbital
adjustments.
AZIMUTH
True launch heading measured clockwise from 0 ° north.
BARBECUE MODE
Orbiter in slow roll for thermal conditioning.
BETA ANGLE
Minimum angle between the Earth-Sun line and the plane of the
orbit.
BILL OF WORK
A detailed work schedule which lists all Operation & Maintenance
(O&M) tasks required to be performed at each work station for a
specific vehicle turnaround. It also contains applicable information
such as sequence of performance, O&M instruction number, work
authorization number, time allocated, manpower, skill level, and the
start and completion date.
CAPTURE
The event of the remote manipulator system end effector making
contact with and firmly attaching to a payload grappling fixture. A
payload is captured at any time it is firmly attached to the remote
manipulator system.
CARGO
The total complement of payloads (one or more) on any one flight.
It includes everything contained in the Orbiter cargo bay plus other
equipment, hardware, and consumables located elsewhere in the
Orbiter that are user-unique and are not carried as part of the basic
Orbiter payload support.
CARGO BAY
The unpressurized mid part of the Orbiter fuselage behind the cabin
aft bulkhead where most payloads are carried. Its maximum usable
payload envelope is 15 feet (4.6 meters) in diameter and 60 feet
(18.3 meters) long. Hinged doors extend the full length of the bay.
CARGO BAY LINER
Protective soft material used to isolate sensitive payloads from the
bay structure.
CARGO INTEGRATION REVIEW
Part of STS planning process that results in a cargo manifest, cost
per flight, and billing schedule.
CARGO INTEGRATION TEST EQUIPMENT
Setup that can provide testing of both payload-to-payload and
cargo-to-Orbiter interfaces.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
Documentation prepared by the user confirming that a payload has
successfully completed interface verification.
CERTIFICATION
Formal documentation that the individual has reached the pre-
scribed skill or knowledge level as cited in a NASA specification,
contract specification, or other appropriate documents.
COMMANDER
Thiscrewmemberhasultimateresponsibility for the safety of em-
barked personnel and has authority throughout the flight to deviate
from the flight plan, procedures, and personnel assignments as neces-
sary to preserve crew safety or vehicle integrity. The commander is
also responsible for the overall execution of the flight plan in com-
pliance with NASA policy, mission rules, and Mission Control Center
directives.
COMMERCIAL PART OR ITEM
A part or item which is manufactured primarily for the commercial
rather than the government market and having both commercial and
government applications. Commercial parts also include parts which
are manufactured in accordance with normal commercial quality
controlled production runs which meet or exceed the requirements
of government specifications or standards.
COMMON PAYLOAD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Space-lab-provided mission-dependent equipment that consists of a
top airlock and a viewport/window assembly.
COMPONENT
An assembly or any combination of parts, subassemblies and
assemblies, and assemblies mounted together and normally capable
of independent operation in a variety of situations.
CONCURRENT DELIVERY
The delivery of support items concurrently with the end item being
provisioned.
CONDITION MONITORED
Those items that have neither limited life nor on-condition mainte-
nance as their primary maintenance process. Condition monitoring is
accomplished mainly by in-place instrumentation, sampling, and sub-
sequent trending analysis which provides data to predict an incipient
failure.
CONSTRUCTION AWARD
The effective date of direction from the NASA contracting office to
the selected contractor authorizing commencement of work. Issue of




availablefor equipment installation. Certification by the site activa-
tion office completes this milestone.
CONTRACT AWARD
The effective date of direction from the NASA contracting office to
the selected contractor authorizing commencement of work. Issue of
Notice of Award by the NASA procurement office completes this
milestone.
CONTRACTOR
The supplier of the end item and associated support items to the
Government under the terms of a specific contract.
CORE SEGMENT
Section of the pressurized Spacelab module that houses subsystem
equipment and experiments.
CREW ACTIVITY PLANNING
The analysis and development of activities to be performed in flight
by the crew, resulting in a time line of these activities and reference
data for each flight.
CUSTOMER (or USER)






An extension module devoted to a single discipline which may fly
more than once a year for several years, and which may be assigned
to a payload development center.
DEEP SPACE NETWORK
Communications network managed by the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory for command and control of all planetary flights.
DELTA CLASS
Payloads weighing approximately 2000 to 2500 pounds (900 to
1100 kilograms).
DEPLOYMENT
The process of removing a payload from a stowed or berthed posi-
tion in the cargo bay and releasing that payload to a position free of
the Orbiter.
DESIGN CHANGE
A NASA approved engineering change incorporated into the end




A meeting chaffed by the appropriate Project Manager, or his
designated representative, to assure that the completed designs
are in consonance with Level II and project specifications.
Preliminary Design Review
A meeting chaired by the appropriate Project Manager, or his
designated representative, at which preliminary designs are re-
viewed with prime contractors to assure compliance with system
and project requirements.
,_0% Design Review
A meeting chaired by the responsible project engineer, or his
designated representative, at which preliminary designs are re-
viewed to assure satisfaction of system and project requirements.
90% Des/gn Rev/ew
A meeting chaired by the responsible project engineer, or his
designated representative, at which final designs are reviewed to
assure compliance with system and project specifications.
DRAWINGS
Graphic data, includin 9 drawings as defined in MIL-STD-100A and
prepared in accordance with MIL-D-1000, Category D, aperture
cards in accordance with MIL-D-9877; qraphs, or diagrams, industry
standards and industry specifications, on which details are repre-
sented with sufficient information to define completely, directly or
by reference, the end result in the selection, procurement, and







materialswhichis ready for its intended use; e.g., Orbiter, receiver,
amplifier, recorder, ground support equipment, etc.
ESTIMATED ON DOCK (Date)
The date the equipment is forecast to arrive on dock at the center.
Initially, this date should coincide with the desired contract delivery
date for purchased equipment. Subsequent to the contract award,
the date will reflect the vendor's estimate of his ability to deliver.
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
An international organization acting on behalf of its member states
(Belgium, Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United King-
dom. The ESA directs a European industrial team responsible for the
development and manufacture of Spacelab.
EXPERIMENT
The system of hardware, software, and procedures for performance
of a scientific or applications investigation undertaken to:
1. Discover unknown phenomena
2. Establish the basis of known laws
3. Evaluate applications processes and/or equipment
EXPERIMENT RACKS
Removable and reusable assemblies in the Spacelab module that
provide structural mounting and connections to supporting sub-
systems (power, thermal control, data management, etc.) and experi-
ment equipment.
EXPERIMENT SEGMENT
Section of the pressurized Spacelab module that houses experiments
and sensors.
EXPERIMENTER
A user of the Space Transportation System who ordinarily will be an




fortheOrbitermainengines. It is jettisoned prior to orbit insertion.
EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT
A self-contained (no umbilicals) life support system and anthro-
pomorphic pressure garment for use by crewmembers during extra-









failureand the resulting effects.
FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION
A complete description in accordance with FED-STD-5.
FEDERAL SUPPLY CODE FOR MANUFACTURERS
Provides a nonsignificant code assigned to identify manufacturers.
Normally used with the Manufacturer's Part Number (see Federal
Cataloging Handbooks H4-1 and H4-2 for codes).
FIRST MANNED ORBITAL FLIGHT
Liftoff of the first manned Space Shuttle from the launch pad.
Vehicle flight beyond "tower clear" completes this milestone. Sub-
sequent flights use similar definitions.
FLIGHT
That portion of a mission encompassing the period from Launch to
Landing, or Launch to Termination, of the active life of a spacecraft.
The term Shuttle "Flight" means a single Shuttle round trip (its
launch, orbital activity, and return). One flight may deliver more
than one payload. More than one flight may be required to accom-
plish one mission.
FLIGHT CONTROL TEAM
An element of the MCC on duty to provide real-time support for the
duration of each STS flight.
FLIGHT DATA FILE
The on-board complement of crew activity plans, procedures, refer-
ence material, and test data available to the crew for flight execution.
There will normally be an STS flight data file for STS crew activities
and also a payload flight data file for payload crew activities.
FLIGHT-DEPENDENT TRAINING
Preparation of a mission or payload specialist(s) for a specific flight,
depending on the mission goals. Part of the training involves inte-
grated simulations with the rest of the flight crew and ground teams.
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FLIGHTDESIGN
Thetrajectory,consumables, attitude and pointing, and navigation
analysis necessary to support the planning of a flight.
FLIGHT-INDEPENDENT TRAINING
Standard preparation of a mission or payload specialist for any
flight.
FLIGHT KIT
Optional hardware (including consumables) to provide additional,
special, or extended services to payloads. Kits are packaged in such a
way that they can be installed and removed easily.
FLIGHT MANIFEST
The designation of a flight, assignment of the cargo to be flown, and
specific implementing instructions for STS operations personnel.
FLIGHT PHASES
Prelaunch, launch, in orbit, deorbit, entry, landing, and postlanding.
FLIGHT READINESS FIRING (FRF)
The Shuttle vehicle is stacked on the launch pad, and a Countdown
Demonstration Test (CDDT) performed (designed to duplicate to
the fullest possible extent an actual launch countdown). Propellant
loading occurs in normal launch sequence, culminating a 20-second
FRF. Engine shutdown after 20 seconds of sustained firing com-
pletes this milestone.
FLIGHT TYPES
Payload deployment and retrieval, on-orbit servicing of satellites,
and on-orbit operations with an attached payload, as suited to the
purposes of a mission. A single flight may include more than one of
these purposes.
FREE FLYER
Any payload that is detached from the Orbiter during the opera-
tional phase of that payload and is capable of independent opera-
tion.
FREE-FLYING SYSTEM
Any satellite or payload that is detached from the Orbiter during _
operational phases and iscapable of independent operation.
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GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE)
Non-flight equipment, implements and devices required for the
handling, servicing, inspection, testing, maintenance, alignment,
adjustment, checking, repairing and overhauling of an operational
end item, a subsystem, or component thereof. This may include




Thedate all hardware manufacture/procurement has been com-
pleted, and hardware is ready to be dehvered under terms of the












ofanitemintoitsassemblies, subassemblies, components, and parts.
INITIAL DELIVERY
The date of delivery for the first item of equipment to be delivered
under terms of the contract. Acceptance of the equipment by the
site activation office completes this milestone.
INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY
Point in time at which the first operational configured Space Shuttle
vehicle is prepared for flight. Successful completion of DDT&E and
certification of flight hardware completes this milestone.
INITIAL OUTFITTING/LAY-IN
The positioning of support items at user levels and at intermediate
supply and maintenance levels as initial issues in anticipated support
of newly deployed end items.
INSTALLATION COMPLETE
That date when the site activation office declares the complete sys-
tem has been installed at the facility. Certification by the site activa-
tion office completes this milestone.
IN-STORAGE MAINTENANCE
The actions performed on a stored item to retain it in a specified
condition by providing systematic inspection, detection, and pre-
vention from deterioration.
INSTRUMENT POINTING SUBSYSTEM







ticsengineering analyses, maintainability, maintenance, operational
maintenance documentation, supply, transportation/packaging,
training, and logistics management information.
INTEGRATION
A combination of activities and processes to assemble payload and
STS components, subsystems, and system elements into a desired
configuration, and to verify compatibility among them.
INTEGRATION LEVELS
Level I
Cargo/Shuttle Integration; integration into the Orbiter of every-
thing that goes on a single Shuttle flight.
Level II
Elements into Cargo Integration; assembly of spacecraft elements
and/or free flyers (with or without Tug) into a cargo for a single
Shuttle flight.
Level III
Instrument to Supporting System Integration;integration of one
or more instrument assemblies with Spacelab elements (extension
module and/or pallet) or a free flyer payload.
Level IV
Instrument Assembly Integration; assembly of individual instru-
ments and their unique supporting subsystem into a compatible
package of equipment to accomplish specific mission objectives
on a given flight.
INTERFACE
The mechanical, electrical, and operational common boundary be-
tween two elements of a system.
INTERFACE VERIFICATION
Testing of flight hardware interfaces by an acceptable method that
confirms that those interfaces are compatible with the affected ele-
ments of the Space Transportation System.
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INTERIMRELEASE
Authorizationgivenacontractor to release support items to produc-
tion or procurement simultaneously with his production require-
ments for like items prior to submission of a Spare Parts Order.
INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
Solid propulsive upper stage designed to place spacecraft on high
Earth orbits or on escape trajectories for planetary missions.
INVITATION FOR BIDS
That point in time when the complete assembly of documents re-
lated to a particular contract award will be provided to the prospec-
tive bidders by a formal advertisement for the purpose of competi-
tive bidding. Issue of the invitation by the NASA procurement office
completes this milestone.
ITEM




Aseriesof terms used to derate Meantime Between Failure (MTBF)
to a Meantime Between Demand (MTBD) on the supply system.
Four examples are:
K 1 Engineering correction based on LRU complexity, greater
than 1
K 2 Total failure ratio to relevant failure, greater than 1
K 3 Ratio of operating hours to flying hours
K 4 Ratio of demands on supply systems to failures
MTBF
MTBD = g_ xK_ xK3 XK4
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LAUNCHPAD
The area at which the stacked Space Shuttle undergoes final pre-
launch checkout and countdown and from which it is launched.
LAUNCH PROCESSING SYSTEM
A high speed digital computer-operated checkout system used to
support test, checkout, launch control, and operational management
of launch site ground operations.
LAUNCH PROCESSING SYSTEM (LPS) SUPPORT AVAILABLE
Point in time when LPS is ready for use by test personnel, for a
given facihty. Certification by the site activation office completes
this milestone.
LAUNCH-READINESS VERIFICATION
The process of ensuring the continuing operational capability of the
Space Shuttle system, upper stages, and Spacelab.
LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT MANAGER
Individual at the launch site center who is the single point of contact
with users in arranging payload processing at the launch site.
LEVEL OF REPAIR ANALYSIS
A process for recommending repair levels of LRUs, SRUs, assem-
blies, and subassemblies which will accrue minimum total support
costs within operational and technical constraints over the system
design life. It forms the basis for assigning repair level; repair versus
discard-at-failure decision; repair parts provisioning; and Source,
Maintenance, and Recoverabihty (SMR) coding, maintenance
planning, and documentation.
LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT
Any item whose replacement constitutes the optimum organiza-
tional maintenance repair action for a higher indentured item (i.e.,
any assembly which can be removed and replaced as a unit from the
system at the operating location).
LOGISTICS ENGINEERING ANALYSES
A composite of analysis techniques which are used to identify the
necessary logistics resources to support operation and maintenance
functions in a timely and economical manner. This includes training,
level of repair, spares determination analyses, etc.
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LONGDURATIONEXPOSUREFACILITY
Free-flyingreusable satellite designed primarily for small passive or
self-contained active experiments that require prolonged exposure to
space. It is launched in the Orbiter cargo bay and deployed and
retrieved by the remote manipulator system.
LONG LEADTIME ITEMS
Those items which because of their complexity of design, compli-
cated manufacturing processes, or limited production, may cause
production or procurement cycles which would preclude timely or
adequate delivery, if not ordered in advance of normal provisioning.
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MAINTAINABILITY(M)
The design, installation, and operating characteristics of an item
which enables it to be retained in or returned to a specified opera-
tional condition by expending resources at an acceptable rate using
prescribed procedures.
MAINTENANCE
The actions taken to retain an item in a specified condition by pro-
viding systematic inspection, detection, and servicing for the pre-
vention of incipient failure, and the action taken to restore an item
to a specified operational condition. This includes fault isolation,
item replacement, repair, and verify serviceable.
MAINTENANCE CONCEPT
A descriptionof the planned method for accomplishing mainte-
nance. A thought process which relatesthe maintenance tasks to be
performed to the maintenance levelsto support the operation of the
system/equipment in the planned operational environment.
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
An analysis of Contract End Item LRU/SRU or equivalent items
which define the repair tasks necessary to restore a system to opera-
tional condition utilizing the maintenance philosophy, maintain-
ability characteristics and other factors.
MAINTENANCE GROUND EQUIPMENT (MGE)
The equipment which is used to support the maintenance operations
for vehicle, payload, stages, facilities, or other MGE.
MAINTENANCE LEVELS
All maintenance functions performed eitherdirectlyon the vehicle
or in a supporting rolecategorized in one of the following three
categories:
Organizational Level
Maintenance performed on vehicle subsystems and related sup-
port equipment in direct support of the turnaround flow. It in-
cludes scheduled and unscheduled maintenance actions required
to inspect, service, calibrate, replace, repair and modify in place,
and reverify (sub)systems and associated components.
Intermediate Level
Maintenance that is performed in direct support of organizational
level maintenance and involves disposition, repair, service, modifi-




Maintenance that is performed by designated maintenance
sources; (e.g., manufacturers, USAF air logistics centers, NASA
centers, etc.). It normally consists of maintenance that requires
MGE, facilities, or skills which are not economically available at
the intermediate level; (e.g., repairing, modifying, overhauling,
reclaiming, or rebuilding parts, assemblies, subassemblies, com-
ponents and end items, manufacturing of unavailable parts, and
providing technical assistance to the organizational and inter-
mediate levels).
MAINTENANCE TRAINING
Detailed work oriented instructions on servicing, maintenance, over-
haul, and repair of product end items, including support and facili-
ties equipment.
MANAGEMENT CODING
The assignment of codes consisting of letters and/or numerals to
support items to record management decisions, such as sources for
resupply, prescribed levels of maintenance, item managers, and other
management data.
MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT
A propulsive backpack device for extravehicular activity. It uses a
low-thrust, dry, cold nitrogen propellant.
MATERIAL SERVICE CENTERS (MSC)
An activity established adjacent to a facility of work area concentra-
tion for the purpose of furnishing supply support and supply sup-
port services to all organizations and functional activities in the
immediate area(s) which require such service. Each MSC will provide
a single point of contact with the KSC supply system, and will re-
ceive, stock, and issue material and supplies required by the area(s)
served.
MISSION
The performance of a coherent set of investigations or operations in
space to achieve program goals. A single mission might require more
than one flight, or more than one mission might be accomplished on
a single flight.
MISSION CONTROL CENTER




Spacelaboptionalequipment tbat can be added to a flight if needed
for the mission involved.
MISSION-INDEPENDENT EQUIPMENT
Spacelab subsystem and support equipment that is carried on every
Spacelab flight.
MISSION KIT
.Flight kit is the preferred term.
MISSION SPECIALIST
This crewmember is responsible for coordination of overall payload/
STS interaction and, during the payload operations phase, directs
the allocation of the STS and crew resources to the accomplishment
of the combined payload objectives. The mission specialist will have
prime responsibility for experiments to which no payload specialist
is assigned, and/or will assist the payload specialist when appro-
priate.
MISSION STATION
Location on the Orbiter aft flight deck from which payload support
operations are performed, usually by the mission specialist.
MIXED PAYLOADS
Cargo containing more than one type of payload.
MOBILE LAUNCH PLATFORM
The structure on which the elements of the Space Shuttle are
stacked in the Vehicle Assembly Building and are moved to the
launch pad.
MOBILITY AID
Handrails or footrails to help crew members move about the space-
craft.
MODIFICATION COMPLETE
That date when existing facilities have been modified. Certification
by the site activation office completes this milestone.
MODULE
Pressurized manned laboratory suitable for conducting science, ap-













An extension module involving a variety of disciplines usually for
specific flights, and which may require the services of a payload
integrator or agent.
MULTIPURPOSE SUPPORT GROUP
Element of the MCC responsible for preflight planning, procedures
development, systems expertise, and manpower. During a flight, this
group reports systems and trajectory status to the flight control
room.
MULTIUSE MISSION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Hardware available at the launch site for handling payloads, or com-















An activity conducted by a payload owner independent of any STS
element (e.g., Tug, Spacelab, or Shuttle). Normally, the activity is
conducted in a separate facility.
OFF-LINE INTEGRATION
Assembly of payload elements or multiple payloads that does not
involve any STS element.
OFF-LINE MAINTENANCE
That maintenance function performed at the intermediate and depot
maintenance levels.
ON-CONDITION MAINTENANCE
Those items which will remain in place until an assessment of the
item's condition indicates that removal is reqL'ired. The assessments
are made at intervals determined by the item's failure characteristics
and may consist of inspections, measurements, tests, or any other
means not requiring disassembly or removal of the item.
ON-LINE INTEGRATION
Mating of payloads with the Orbiter, Spacelab, or upper stage. Level
I is with the Orbiter. Level II is with the Spacelab, upper stage, etc.
ON-LINE MAINTENANCE
The maintenance function performed at the organizational level.
ON-LINE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
An activity conducted with a payload and one or more STS ele-
ments. This is broken down as follows:
On-Line Shuttle
An activity encompassing a payload, its carrier, and the Shuttle
vehicle.
On-Line Spacelab
An activity encompassing a payload and its Spacelab.
On-Line Tug/IUS
An activity involving a payload and the Tug/IUS.
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
A planned program which augments classroom training through
self-study and supervised instruction to provide expanded knowledge













equipment. OM manuals will be used in the performance of day-to-
day operations and maintenance tasks.
OPERATIONS PLANNING
Performing those tasks that must be done to ensure that vehicle
systems and ground-based flight control operations support flight
objectives.
OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
That period of time when the Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
organization performs crew training, simulations, and procedural
familiarization prior to first use on flight hardware. Certification of
ground test and checkout, and crew readiness to support the
assigned mission prior to receipt of flight hardware completes this
period.
OPERATIONAL READINESS DATE
That date when a facility, including all systems and equipment, is
operationally ready and is turned over to the user/operator for
operational training and systems familiarization prior to first use in
support of flight hardware checkout. Certification by the site acti-
vation office completes this milestone.
OPERATOR NEED DATE
The date the operator (O&M organization) requires the equipment/
GSE to be made available to them, to accomplish any remaining
work required prior to first use.
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PAYLOAD SPECIALIST
This crewmember, who may or may not be a career astronaut, is
responsible for the operation and management of the experiments or
other payload elements that are assigned to him or her, and for the
achievement of their objectives. The payload specialist will be an
expert in experiment design and operation.
PAYLOAD STATION
Location on the Orbiter aft flight deck from which payload-specific
operations are performed, usually by the payload or mission spe-
cialist.
PAYLOAD SUPPLIER
Owner/operator of any Space Shuttle payload.
PECULIAR PART
Any part which must be produced to order in accordance with a
particular drawing and/or specification. Any part requiring flight
certification shall be classified peculiar. Also, normally standard
parts that must be selectively accepted (to criteria different from the
usual standard part requirements) shall be considered peculiar.
PHASED PROVISIONING
A refinement to the provisioning process whereby procurement of
selected items is phased by time interval into the later stages of pro-
duction, thereby enhancing the ability of the provisioning activity to
select the most favorable mixture of requirements.
PI LOT
This crewmember is second in command of the flight and assists the
commander as required in the conduct of all phases of Orbiter flight.
PLANNING OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT TEAM
Elements of the MCC that performs preflight functions and assists
the user in requesting facilities, software, command, telemetry, and
flight requirements and POCC interfaces.
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING REPORT-FINAL RELEASE
That date when preliminary engineering is complete and the final
documentation has been released. Distribution of the final documen-
tation completes this milestone.
PRICED SPARE PARTS LIST
A priced list of items and quantities of spare parts selected for pro-
curement under the contract.
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Research scientist who is in charge of the conduct of an experiment
carried by any STS element.
PROCUREMENT/FABRICATION COMPLETE
That date when all procurement and fabrication for a particular
facility has been finished. Certified acceptance by the site activation
office completes this milestone.
PROCUREMENT METHOD CODE
The contractor will use alpha-suffix codes (6, 7 or 8) contained in
MIL-STD-789B to communicate his reason for the assignment of a
Contractor Recommended Code (CRC). Procurement Method Codes
(1 through 5) will always be assigned by government representatives
from the CRC codes furnished by the contractor.
PROGRAM
An activity involving manpower, material, funding, and scheduling
which is necessary to achieve desired goals (e.g., Shuttle Program,
Solar Astronomy Program, etc.).
PROGRAMMING CHECK LIST
This list is used to provide data governing initial provisioning for end
items of Shuttle hardware and related support equipment.
PROVISIONING ACTIVITY
The Provisioning Team of the STS Projects Office is responsble for
the selection and the determination of requirements for the pro-
visioned items.
PROVISIONING PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
A checklist of entries including schedules in the provisioning process
that is used to monitor such events.
PROVISIONING SCREENING
Provisioning Screening, when required by the Provisioning Require-
ments Statement, will be accomplished in accordance with DOD




Is the contractural instrument to provide clear and concise instruc-
tions which will achieve the objective of providing adequate, timely,
and economical support by need dates for systems and end items
entering the inventory. It provides NASA with the flexibility in
selecting minimum essential data for each specific procurement, and
provides the contractor with the detailed guidance to fulfill pro-
visioning requirements. The finalized Provisioning Requirements
Statement and the Provisioning Specification shall be appended to
the end item contract.
PROVISIONING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION (PTD)
Is the generic term used to reference the various types of Pro-
visioning Lists, decks of Punch Cards Mechanized, or Automatic
Data Processing tapes. PTD shall be furnished by contractors to KSC
Provisioning Activities for the identification, select/on, determina-
tion of initial requirements, and cataloging of support items to be
procured through the provisioning process. Supplementary Pro-




Qualitative requirements further amplify the maintenance concept
to the designer, by conveying special features which the operator/
user wants designed into the hardware. Speciahzed qualitative re-
quirements to be considered for specification insertion are:
1. Failure Detection
2. Performance Degradation Detection









Quantitative requirements provide a firm goal {appointment of time
available for maintenance) for the designer to meet his design, and
also provide a requirement whose goal can later be demonstrated
during the verification period.
This type of quantitative requirement, specified in a maintainability
activity, must be responsive to the operational use of the equipment.
Times may be specified in manhours, clockhours, or both. Mainte-
nance times may also be broken out and levied for the various ele-
ments that comprise the total repair functions such as fault isolate,
remove/replace, or checkout. The requirement will also be specified
for all apphcable levels of maintenance: organizational, intermediate,
and depot. A listing of the common types of requirements to be
considered are:
1. Maintenance Hours/Launch
2. Maintenance Hours/Operating Hour
3. Mean Time To Repair
4. Maximum Repair Time
5. Scheduled Replacement Intervals
6. Inspection Frequency and Maintenance Hours
7. Servicing Frequency and Maintenance Hours
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RACKS
Same as experiment racks.
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Thrusters on the Orbiter thatprovide attitude control and three-axis
translationduring orbitinsertion,on-orbit,and re-entryphases of
flight.
READY TO SUPPORT
That date when equipment/facilities are required to support a proj-
ect/facility milestone. First operational use of the equipment/
facihties completes the milestone.
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
Mechanical arm on the cargo bay longeron. It is controlled from the
Orbiter aft flight deck to deploy, retrieve, or move payloads.
REORDER POINT
The inventory level, representing procurement lead time and safety
level quantitative requirements (on-hand and on-order balances), at
which spare item replenishment is to be initiated.
REPAIR PARTS
Those support items thatare coded as "not repairable"(i.e.,Con-
sumable Items).
REPAIRABLE ITEM
An item in unserviceable condition that can be economically re-
paired and returned to a serviceablecondition.
Note: Repairable status is determined after failure occurs.
REPARABLE ITEM
An item, which because of economic and design characteristics, is
determined to be subject to repair when it becomes unserviceable,
and then returned for use.
Note: This term reflects the logistics status rather than the physical
status of the item. Reparable categorization is made before
failure occurs.
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP)
That point in time when the necessary documentation is issued to
request proposals from prospective bidders prior to negotiation of a
contract. Issue of the RFP by procurement office completes this
milestone.
RETRIEVAL
The process of utilizing the remote manipulator system and/or other
handling aids to return a captured payload to a stowed or berthed
position. No payload is considered retrieved until it is fully stowed
for safe return or berthed for repair and maintenance tasks.
ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE
An environmentally controlled facility at the launch pad used for
inserting payloads vertically into the Orbiter cargo bay.
$5
SAFETY TRAINING
Instructions which alert a trainee to those conditions or operations
which could be substantially dangerous to the operator, or other
hazard that would damage equipment or property.
SCHEDULED DELIVERY
When NASA provides a required delivery schedule with each Spare
Parts Order, the contractor shall accept the order and within 30 days
notify NASA of his acceptance of the schedule for negotiation. The
approved schedule will be incorporated into the contract by supple-
mental agreement.
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
Any repetitive maintenance action deemed necessary to ensure the
functional success of equipment including periodic servicing and
replacement of time/cycle components.
SHARED EQUIPMENT NEED DATE (SEND)
The date equipment/GSE to be used at more than one location is
required to support site activation activities at the secondary loca-
tion(s). The need date at the first-use location will be the Site Acti-
vation Need Date for that location.
SHOP REPLACEABLE UNIT
Any item whose replacement constitutes the optimum, intermediate,
or depot level of repair action, i.e., a module for an LRU which can
be removed at an intermediate or depot repair facility.
SIMULATOR
A heavily computer-dependent training facility that imitates flight
hardware responses.
SITE ACTIVATION NEED DATE (SAND)
The date equipment/GSE is required on-dock to support installation
and validation. Uncrating, inspection, and handling time must be
allowed in establishing the SAND.
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
An element of the Space Shuttle that consists of two solid rocket
motors to augment ascent thrust at launch. They are separated from









activities in near-Earth orbit. It includes both module and pallet
sections, which can be used separately or in several combinations.
SPACE SHUTTLE
Orbiter, external tank, and solid rocket boosters.
SPACE TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK
A number of ground-based stations having direct communications
with NASA flight vehicles.
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
An integrated system consisting of the Space Shuttle (Orbiter, ex-
ternal tank, solid rocket booster, and flight kits), upper stages,
Spacelab, and any associated flight hardware and software.
SPACE TUG
An upper stage installed in the cargo bay of the Orbiter for the Pay-
load Launch, or Recovery and Landing. Developed specifically with
the capability for delivery, retrieval, and servicing of payloads in
orbits and trajectories beyond the capability of the Shuttle alone. It
is intended to be retrievable for refurbishing and multiple reuse.
SPARE PARTS ORDER
A spare parts provisioning list which has been approved by the
NASA Contracting Office, and released to the contractor for fabri-
cation or procurement.
SPARES
Those support items that are coded to be repairable (i.e., Reparable
Items).
SPECIAL TOOLS, TEST EQUIPMENT & SUPPORT EQUIPMENT




Propulsive upper stage designed to deliver spacecraft of the Delta
and Atlas-Centaur classes to Earth orbits beyond the capabilities of
the Space Shuttle.
STABILITY RATE
The maximum angular rate error during steady state limit cycle
operation.
STANDARD PART
Any part or item which is adequately defined by a recognized gov-
ernment wide or industry associated standard drawing and/or specifi-
cation, and is normally available from commercial, DSA, and/or
GSA sources (e.g., nuts, bolts, washers, screws, pins, keys, grom-
mets, rivets, o-rings, clips, fasteners, clamps, fittings, standard elec-
trical and electronic components, etc.).
STATEMENT OF PRIOR SUBMISSION
A certification by an offerer/contractor that Provisioning Technical
Documentation (PTD) previously furnished to the government may
satisfy the immediate PTD requirements, with or without changes,
to update the PTD to the end item configuration to be procured.
STOWING
The process of placing a payload in a retained position in the cargo
bay for ascent or return from orbit.
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM ASSOCIATED PAYLOAD
A specific complement of instruments, space equipment, and sup-
port hardware carried into space to accomplish a mission (or discrete
activity).
SUBASSEMBLY
Two or more parts which form a portion of an assembly or a com-
ponent replaceable as a whole, but having a part or parts which are
individually replaceable (e.g., telephone dial, mounting board with
mounted parts, etc.).
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SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION
(SPTD)
Supplemental ProvisioningTechnical Documentation istechnical
data used to describe parts/equipment and consists of data such as
specifications, standards, drawings, photographs, sketches and de-
scriptions, and the necessary assembly and general arrangement of
drawings, schematic drawings, schematic diagrams, wiring and cable
diagrams, etc., needed to indicate the location and function of the
item. As a minimum, SPTD must be capable of providing for:
1. Technical identification of items for maintenance support con-
siderations.
2. Preparation of item identification for the purpose of assigning
National Stock Numbers.
3. Review for item entry control.
4. Standardization.
5. Review for potential interchangeability and substitutability.
6. Item management coding.
7. Preparation of stock/issue lists.
8. Initial procurement from the contractor or original manu-
facturer.
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Those support items that are not an integral part of an end item but
are required in the operation of the end item.
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION & CHECKOUT COMPLETE
That date when individual support equipment items have been com-
pletely installed and validated at the facility. Certification by the site
activation office completes this milestone.
SUPPORT ITEMS
Items subordinate to, or associated with, an end item (e.g., spares,
repair parts, tools, test equipment, support equipment, and sundry
materials) and required to operate, service, repair or overhaul an end
item.
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
An analysis accomplished during the system design to establish logis-
tics support requirements. The analysis is a step-by-step process of
predicting operational and maintenance activities, and defining and
documenting the required resources.
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TILT/SPINTABLE
Mechanisminstalled in Orbiter cargo bay that deploys the spinning
solid upper stage with its spacecraft.
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM
Two-satellite communication systems providing principal coverage
from geosynchronous orbit for all STS flights.
TRAINER
A training device or facility that provides primarily a physical repre-
sentation of flight hardware. It may have limited computer capabili-
ties.
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
An analysis accomplished to determine the skill levels, type, and
quantities necessary to support a maintenance philosophy, through
maintenance engineering analysis or support requirements analysis.
4O
UNSCHEDULEDMAINTENANCE
Anymaintenanceactivityrequiredasaresult of the random failures
of equipment. It includes the restoration to a serviceable condition
of a failed subsystem, end item, replacement package or unit, com-
ponent, or part.
UPPER STAGE
Spinning solid upper stage or inertial upper stage. Both are designed
for launch in the Orbiter cargo bay and have propulsive elements to
deliver payloads into orbits and trajectories beyond the capabilities
of the Shuttle.
USER
An organization or individual requiring the services of the Space
Transportation System.
UTILIZATION PLANNING
The analysis of approved (funded or committed) payloads with




Verificationthattheequipment/system meets the operational needs
of the Operations & Maintenance (O&M) user, and is part of the
turnover process from the design agency to the O&M agency.
VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
High-bay building near KSC launch pad in which the Shuttle ele-
ments are stacked onto the mobile launch platform. It is also used
for vertical storage of the external tanks.
VENDOR ITEM
An item which is used in or attached to the end item produced by
the contractor under his contract; and which is procured by the
contractor on the open market or from established sources, and for













thesystem, subsystem, assembly component and significant repair.






































Administration and Program Support (MSFC Directorate)
Application and Resource Control




























































Associate Administrator for Space Flight
AA for Tracking and Data Acquisition
Astronaut-Actuated Abort
Attitude and Antenna Control System




Advanced Applications Flight Equipment













Auto Bit Error Rate Test
Acquisition Bus Monitor
Advanced Bill of Materials
Apogee Boost Motor














































Audit Central Control Network




Acceptance Checkout and Evaluation System
Acceptance Control Equipment System
Automatic Checkout Equipment Sequencer
Aerocontrol ElectronicsUnit
Age Controlled Item






Adaptive Communication Live Controller
Autemated Control and Landing System
Acquisition Control Module
Auxiliary Core Memory







Associate Contractor Program Manager
Attitude Control Propulsion Motor
Associate Contractor Project Office



































Attitude Control System (IPS preferred)
Automated Control System










Avionics Cooling Unit Operator
Air Cushion Vehicle
Actual Cost for Work Performed


















Air Data Probe Assemblies















































Arnold Engineering Development Center













Armed Forces Acquisition Document




Automatic Flight Control Equipment
Automatic Flight Control System
Aft Flight Deck
Assistant Flight Director
Aft Flight Deck Control Panel
Aft Flight Deck Operator
Aft Flight Deck Power Distribution Box
Award Fee Evaluation Board
Award Fee Evaluation Committee
Air Force Eastern Test Range
Air Force Eastern Test Range Manual
Acceptance and Ferry Flight
Air Force Flight Test Center (Edwards AFB)




































Air Force Logistics Command
Air Force Manual
Announced Flight Opportunity
Announcement of Flight Opportunities
Authorization for Program Development
Air Force Regulation
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (EAFB)
Air Force Standard
Air Force Systems Command
Air Force Satellite Control Facility
Air Force Satellite/Spacecraft Control Facility
Ascent Flight Systems Integration Group
Air Force Special Weapons Center (Holloman AFB)
Aerodynamic Flight Test
Atmospheric Flight Test
Acoustic Fatigue Test Article
Artificial Gravity
Attitude Gyro
Attitude Gyro Accelerometer Assembly
Attitude Gyro and Accelerometer Package
Automatic Gain Control
Automatic Ground Controlled Approach
Automatic Ground Controlled Landing
Air Ground Cooling Unit







Aerospace Guidance and Metrology Center
Santiago, Chile (STDN)


































Attitude Hold (Roll Axis)






American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Action Item Control Card




Airborne Integration Data System
Aileron
Avionnics Integration Laboratories
Automatic Instrument Landing Approach System














Approach Landing Autopflot System (Subsystem)




Automatic Level Control (Camera)
Automatic Light Control
Aft Load Control Assembly
Automatic Level Control Assembly































Acute Launch Emergency Reliability Tip
Algorithmic Language
Activity Level Independent Operations
Alarm
Angle of Attack (Pitch)
Right Ascension






Astronaut Life Support Assembly
Astronaut Life Support Equipment
Airlock Support System (Subsystem)
Alternate
Altitude
Approach and Landing Test
Altimeter
Approach and Landing Test Requirement
Arithmetic Unit
Actuator Mechanism




Air Material Area (now Air Logistics Centers)
Ambient
Automatic Mixture Control
Advanced Missions Docking Subsystem








Advanced Maneuvering Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttle
Ampere
































Aeronautical Manufacturers Progress Report
Atmosphere, Magnetosphere, and Plasmas in Space
Atmospheric Magnetospheric Plasma System






Advanced Medium STOL Transport
Automatic Modal Tuning and Analysis System
Automatic Magnetic Tape Dissemination
Acoustic Model Test Facility
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
Army/Navy
Air Force-Navy Aeronautical Bulletin
Analysis
Active Nutation Control





Air Navigation Radio Aids







Acceptance and Operational Checkout Requirements
Document
Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem
Aircraft Operations Division (JCS)
Analog Output Differential
Assistant Operations Director































Atmospheric and Space Physics




Allowance for Program Adjustment








Automated Process Information File
Authorized Procurement Information Requirements
Description
Authorized Procurement Information Requirements List







Automated Payload Processin 9 Facility
Advanced Propulsion Payload Effects
Auxiliary Payload Power System
Advanced Parts Release




Auxiliary Propulsion System Aft Prod





Auxiliary Power Unit Subsystem



































Saudi Arabian Comm. Satellite
Astronaut Rescue Air Pack
Ames Research Center (Moffett Field, CA)
Arab League Communications Satellite
Aft Reaction Control System (Subsystem)
Automatic Reentry Flight Dynamics Simulator




Atmospheric Revitalization Pressure Control System
Accurate and Reliable Prototype Earth Sensor Head
Army Pulse Radiation Facility
Array













Aerodynamic Surface Assembly and Checkout
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel
As Soon as Possible






Airlock Signal Conditioning Electronics


































Attitude Set Control Panel
Atmospheric Storage and Control Section
Attitude Stabilization and Control System
Aerosurface Driver Electronics
Aerosurface Driver/Monitor












Automatic Systems for Kinematic Analysis
Above Sea Level
Antenna Select Logic Unit






Atmospheric and Space Plasma Physics
ASPP Sortie Laboratory
American Society for Quality Control
Air/Sea Rescue
Avionics System Review
Abort Solid Rocket Motor
Airlock Support Subsystem
Airborne Science Shuttle Experiments System Simulation
Airborne Science/Spacelab Experiment System
Assembly
Astronomy
Advanced Space Technokxjy Division
Aeropropulsion System Test Facility
Armed ServicesTechnical Information Agency (now DDC)



























Avionics System Test Specification
Asymmetry
Action Time







Attitude Translation Control Assembly



























Automatic Telemetry Tracking System
Audio Terminal Unit
Audio Thermal Unit





























Automatic Thrust Vector Control



















Auxiliary Video Switch Matrix
Acceptance Vibration Testing









































































Baseline Accounting and Reporting System






































































Business Risk and Value of Operation in Space




Breath Rate per Minute


















































































Command and Data Handling
Command and Data Simulator
Control and Monitoring
Communication and Tracking
Communication and Tracking Subsystem
Caution and Warning
C-Band























































Center Aisle Connector Bracket




Command and Data Simulator
Communications and Data Systems Integration
















Common Attitude Pointing System
Certification Approval Request
Configuration and Acceptance Review
Corrective Action Request
Customer Acceptance Review Item Disposition
Customer Acceptance Readiness Review
Calibrated Airspeed
Command Augmentation System
Cancellation Addendum Sales Order





































Circuit Breaker (ac only)



















Cape Canaveral Air Force Station













Contractor Critical Design Review
Computer Command Engineer
Converter Compressor Facility
Cape Canaveral Forecast Facility
Command Computer Input Multiplexer

























Contract Change Mass Estimate
Checkout, Control, and Monitor Subsystem (LPS)
Command Control and Monitor System
Contract Change Negotiation
Contract Change Notice











Cape Canaveral Reference Atmosphere
Consolidated Communication Recording Facility
Central Control Section
Central Control Station

























































Command and Data Management Subsystem
CDR Discrepancy Notice
CDR Discrepancy Notice Record
Command Data Processor
Command Data Processing and Instrumentation System




Contract Documentation Requirements Records






















































Compatibility Engineering Change Proposal
Cyclic Error Detection Code
Configuration End Item
Contract End Item
Coastal Engineering Information Analysis Center
Crew Equipment Integration Test
Crew Equipment Interface Test








Converter, Frequency to dc Voltage
Contractor Furnished Equipment
Card Format Identifier
Cubic Feet per Minute
Customer Furnished Material
Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics




Cabin Gas Analysis Unit
Command Guidance Computer
Central Grounding Point




















































Control and Information Center
Cargo Integration Control Center
Computer Interface Conditioning Unit
Computer Interface Device
Configuration Item Data List
Critical Intermediate Design Review
Central Instrumentation Facility
Cable Integrity Group















Centaur Integrated Support Structure
Critical Item Tag


















































Combined Laser Instrumentation Package
Care Logic Module
Central Logistics Management Center
Cleaner
Clear
Cost Limit Review Board
Contingency Landing Site(s)







Communications Maintenance and Storage
Configuration Management Accounting
Central Monitor and Control System





















































Contractor Material Review Board
Common Mode Rejection Ratio
Cambridge Monitoring System (IBM Computer Program)










Critical Nuclear Weapons Design Information






Course Optical Alignment Sight
Crew(man) Optical Alignment Sight
Coaxial, Coaxial Cable
Communications Office Building
Common Business Oriented Language
Close-Open-Close
Center Operations Directorate (JSC)
Construction of Facilities
Cost of Facilities
Checkout and Fault Isolation (on Board)
Certificate of Flight Readiness
Certificate of Flight Worthiness
Coast Orbital Insertion




















































































































Cargo Program Office (KSC)








Cargo Projects-Program Control Office
Contingency Planning Aid
Critical Path Analysis




Crew Procedures Control Board
Computer Program Contract End Item
Computer Program Change Instruction
Computer Program Configuration Item
Computer Program Change Request
Crew Procedures Change Request (Form 482)
Converter, Pulse to dc Voltage
Crew Passive Dosimeter
Crew Procedures Division
Computer Program Detail Design Specification
Contractor's Preliminary Design Review
Computer Program Design (or Development) Specification
Crew Procedures Documentation System
Chief Program Engineer
Computer Program End Item

































Cost Plus Fixed Fee
Change Planning Group
Cross Pointer Indicator






Crew Procedures Management Plan
Critical Problem Report
Cycles per Second
Common Payload Support Equipment
Cold Plate Support Structure









































































Crinkled Single Aluminized Mylar
Combined Systems Acceptance Test
Conical Shaped Charge
Contingency Support Center (CCAFS)
Cosecant Computing Amplifier
Contractor's Summary Cost Breakdown
Commercial Synchronous Communication Satellite
Chemical Systems Division
Control System Development
Control Systems Development Division (JSC)
Central Source Data File
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (MIT)





































Computer Systems (Hardware Software) Integration
Review






Crew Systems Operating Procedures














Crew Systems Trainer (One-G Trainer)
Crew Software Training Aid
Canister














































Crew Training and Procedures Division (JSC)
Contract Technical Representative
Component Test Requirements Specifications
Canadian Technology Satellite


















Deployable Payloads Operation (KSC CO Dir.)
Converter, Voltage, ac to dc
Configuration Verification Accounting System










Caution and Warning Annunciator
Clean Work Area
Controlled Work Area
Caution and Warning Electronics
Caution and Warning Electronic Assembly
Caution and Warning Electronics Unit









Caution and Warning Status
Caution and Warning System


































Display and Control (C&D preferred)













Data Acquisition and Distribution
Discrete Address Beacon System
Data Acquisition and Control
Data Acquisition Camera
Digital to Analog Converter
Digital to Analytical Conversion
Data Acquisition Control and Buffer
Data Acquisition and Control Buffer Unit
Data Acquisition and Control System
Digital Acquisition and Control System
Disposable Absorption Collection Trunk
Data Acquisition and Decommutation Equipment




Data Acquisition Frequency Table

























































DB with Respect to a Circular Polarized Antenna
Data Bus Element
Data Bus File Number
Data Bus Group
Data Bus Generation and Maintenance Package
Data Bus Interface Unit-Launch
Data Bus Interface Adapter
Data Bus Isolation Amplifier
Data Bus Interface Unit
Double
Data Base Management
Decibels Referred to 1 Mflliwatt
Data Bus Network
Design Baseline Program




























Data Bank Update Request
Data Bus Wire









Defense Contract Audit Agency
Design Corrective Action Report
Data Collection and Analysis System
Defense Contract Administration Services
Data Computation Complex
Document Control Center
Digital Communications and Control Unit
Display Computer Control Unit
Data Communication Input Buffer
Display System Computer Input Multiplexer





Display and Control Module












































Digital Comman System (Subsystem)
Display and Control System
Document Control System
Dual Checkout Station
Digital Control Signal Processor
Digital Computer Switching Unit
Digital Computer Unit






Mechanical and Facilities Engineering (DE Dir.)
















DOD Manager for Space Shuttle Support
Discrete Digital Output
Design Development Plan
Digital Data Processing (Processor)
Digital Data Processing Center (Complex)







































Design, Development, Test, and Engineering/Evaluation
(Flights)
Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation
Dynamic Docking Test Facility








Direct Energy Conversion Laboratory (JSC)
Decommutate, Decommutator
Decrease
Data Exchange Control Unit
Dedicate, Dedicated






Design Engineering Inspection Simulation
Design Evaluation Inspection Simulator
Deliver, Delivery





























































Project Management (KSC DE Dir.)
Shuttle Project Engineering Office
































































Display Interface Processing (Processor)
Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center

























Electronics Engineering (KSC DE Dir.)
Destructive Lot Acceptance Testing
Direct Lift Control
Defense Logistics Service Center































Data Link Terminal Repeater










Deservicing, Maintenance, and Checkout Facility
Distance Measuring Equipment
Data Management Group







Docking Mechanism System (Subsystem)
Docking Module Subsystem
Dynamic Motion Simulator


























































Data Processing and Software






Department of Defense (DOD) Project Specification
Definition Phase Review
Data Processing Software System
Data Processing System (Subsystem)





































































Discrepancy Report Squawk Sheet
Disposition Record Unsatisfactory Condition
Data Storage
Data Storage and Retrieval
Defense Supply Agency






Defense Satellite Communications System
Data Storage Distribution Unit
Data Storage Equipment
Data Storage Electronics Assembly













































Dedicated Solar Sortie Mission
Dimensional Special Tooling





Digital Test Command System




Development, Test, and Mission Operations
Development, Test, and Mission Support (DTMO)
Digital Test Measurement System
Digital Test Monitoring System
Detailed Test Objective
Detail Test Plan















































































Electronic Attitude Director Indicator
Edwards Air Force Base
Elgin Air Force Base




























































Earth Centered Inertia (Inertials)
Environmental Control and Life Support






























































Engineering Design Change Proposal
Electron Dipole-Dipole Reservoir
Engineering Data File
Engineering Development Logic Network
Electronic Data Processing
Electronic Data Processing Equipment









Electrical, Environmental, and Communications
Electrical, Environmental, Consumables, and Mechanical
Systems (MPSR)
Electro (Electrical) Explosive Device
Electronic, Electrical, Electromechanical









Electronic Electrical Termination Building
Experiment Flight Applications
Earth Fixed Coordinate System
Efficiency
Efficient Growth (Computer Program)
ESA Furnished Property


































Electrical, General Instrumentation, and Lighting
Engineer
Energetic Gamma Ray Explorer Telescope
Egress



















End Item Assembly Sequence Number
Experimental Intercom
End Item Documentation
End Item Data Package
Element Interface Functional Analysis






Electrical Interface Verification Test
Electrical and Instrumentation Verification Test









































Extended Life Attitude Control System
Elbow
Electrical Disconnect






Extremely Low Frequency (1 Hz to 3 kHz)
Electromechanical
Elastic Loop Mobility System
Earth Landing System (Subsystem)
Eastern Launch Site
Elevon Load System
Earth Landing Sequence Controller









Emergency Mis_on Control Center
Electro-Mechanical Control Diagram
















































Electrical/Mechanical Power Generation Subsystem
Engine Mixture Ratio



























End of Data Block
End of File
Electroculoqram





















































Electrical Power Distribution Box
Experiment Power Distribution Box
Electrical Power Distribution and Control
Electrical Power Distribution and Control System
(Subsystem)
Electrical Power Distribution System
Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem
Electrical Power Generator
Electrical Power Level
Electronic, Electrical, and Electromechanical Parts
List
Emergency Power Level
Engineering Performance Management System
Element Project Office
External Payload Operations Center




































Emergency Program Release Notice
Electrical Power System (Subsystem)
Experimental Power Supply
Experiment Power Switching Panel
Emergency Procedure Trainer
Ethylene Propylene Terpolymer
Events per Time Unit








Earth Resources Aircraft Program
Engineering Review Board




'Entwicldungts Ring Nord' Organization, Space Division











Entry and Recovery Simulation
Elastomeric Reusable Surface Insulation
Earth Resources Shuttle Imagin0 Radar








































Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis
Emergency Shutdown
Experiment Systems Division
European Space Data Center (Darmstadt, Germany)







European Space Operations Center
Engineering Statement of Work
Electroshock Protection
Experiment Sensing Platform
Experiment Segment Pallet Simulator
Effective Sunrise
Engineering Support Request
European Space Research Institute





Environmental Sciences Services Administration
Eastern Standard Time
Estimate(d)
Escape System Test Article
European Space Research and Technology Center
European Space Technology Center
Electronic Systems Test Laboratory
Emergency Shutoff Valve
Escape Suit Ventilation System
























Estimated Time of Arrival
















Eastern Test Range Operations Directive
Electrical Test Set
Energy Transfer System
External Tank System (Subsystem)
External Tank Separation Subsystem









EVA Earned Value Analysis
Extravehicular Activity
EVAL Earth Viewing Applications Laboratory
Evaluate, Evaluation
EVAP Evaporator






































Extravehicular Life Support System
Earth Viewing Module















































































First Article Configuration Inspection
Fabrication and Acceptance Checkout
Factory Acceptance Checkout
Factory Assembly and Checkout
Final Assembly Checkout
Facilities Control
Finance and Control System
Flexible Automatic Circuit Tester
Final Approach Display
First Aerodynamic Flight
Fabrication, Assembly, and Inspection Record









































Fixed Base Aft Station
Fluidized-Bed Combustion
















Firm Contract Cost Proposal
Flight Control Division (JSC)
Flight Control Data Bus
Flight Control Equipment
Flight Crew Equipment




Flight Control Hydraulics Laboratory
Flight Control Indicator
Flight Control Interface Module


























Foot Controlled Maneuvering Unit
Final Checkout
Functional Checkout
Flight Controllers Operational Handbook
Flight Computer Operating System (Orbiter)
Flight Control Operating System




Fuel Cell Power (Plant)








Flight Control System (Subsystem)
Flight Crew System
Flight Combustion Stability Monitor




Flight Crew Training Building
Fuel Cell Test Facility







































Flight Deck Assembly (FDF)
Flight Director Attitude Indicator
Fahrenheit Dry Bulb
Function Designator Data Base
Flight Data File
Failure Detector Indicator
Fault Detection and Identification
Fault Detection and Isolation
Fault Detection, Isolation, Identification, and
Recompensation













Flight Director Rate Indicator





Flight Dynamics Simulation Complex









Facility and Equipment Design Plan
Flight Equipment Interface Device






































Facilities and Envir. Measurement Comp. Parts List
Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene
Front End Processor
Facility and Equipment Requirements Document
Flash Evaporator System
Flight Element Set
Failure Effects Summary List
Field Effect Transistor
Flight Elapsed Time
























First in-First out (High Speed Data Buffers)
Figure
Federal Item Identification Guide
Filament
Future Identification and Location Experiment










































































Flight Manifest and Hardware Tracking System
Food Machinery Corporation
First Manned Captive Flight
Flex Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Forward Master Events Controller





























































Flight Operations Integration Handbook




Flight Operations Planning Group
Follow on Parts Production





Film Optical Sensing Device for Input to Computers
Flight Operations Scheduling Officer
Flight Operations Support Personnel











































Fuel Preburner and Oxidizer Valve
Forward Power Controller
Forward Power Control Assembly
Functional Program Element
Fast Pulse Electron Gun
Fixed Price Incentive Fee
Full Power Load
Feet per Minute
Fuel Preburner Oxidizer Valve
Freon Pump Package






















































Flight Readiness Firing Test






Flight Readiness Review Item Disposition














Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft
Federal Stock Classification
Federal Supply Code for Manufacturers
Fire Sensor Control Panel







Flight System Interface Working Group
Frequency Shift Keyed (Keying)
Flight Systems Laboratory
First Spacelab Payload






























Flight Software Readiness Review






Flight Systems Software Requirements
Functional Subsystem Software Requirements


















Flight Test Instrumentation System
Flight Test Objective
Functional Test Objective
Flight Team Operations Handbook




























FWB Fahrenheit Wet Bulb
FWD Forward
FWD HT SHLD Forward Heat Shield
FWW Food, Water, and Waste
FWWM Food, Water, and Waste Management











































Guidance and Navigation Subsystem
Ground-to-Air
Ground-to-Ground










Ground Acquisition and Command Station
Ground Attitude Control
Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Ground Air Conditioning Unit
Ground Avionics Cooling Unit




Group Assembly Parts List
Get-Away Special
Guidance Attitude Space Position Indicator
Ground Acceptance/Article Test Procedure
Gate Assisted Turnoff Thyristor
Grand Bahama Island











































Ground Control Computer Center
Ground Control Checkout
Oyro-Compass, Desired Cluster Orientation
Ground Checkout Display and Control
Ground Checkout Display and Control System
Ground Communications Facility
Ground Cooling Head Exchanger
Ground Controlled Interception
Ground Control InterfaceLogic
Ground Command Interface Logic Controller
Ground Control Interface Logic Unit
Ground Control Landing
Ground Coolant Loop
Ground Communications Network (A/G Worldwide Net)
Ground Control Network
Ground Checkout
General Computer Operational System




Gas Component Test Stand











Ground Data Systems Division
Ground Data Systems Manager
Ground Data Systems Officer







































General Electric Detection and Automatic Correction
Generate, Generator
Geodetic Satellite in Polar Geosynchronous Orbit
Geosynchronous Solar Electric Propulsion Stage
Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique
Goddard Experiment Support System
Ground Elapsed Time
Ground Elapsed Time of Ignition
Ground Elapsed Time of Landing (for TIG of
Abort Burn)
Ground Equipment Test Sets
Gage Factor
Gases, Fluids, and Propellants
Government Furnished Aerospace Equipment





Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastics












Government-Industry Data Exchange Program
Ground Instrumentation Equipment
Generahzed Information Management
Ground Integration Requirements Document
Ground Interface Technical Group
Ground Interface Working Group

















































General ElectricMacro Assembly Language
Gimbal
Ground Measurements Command List







Guidance, Navigation, and Control
Guidance and Navigation Computer
GN&C Flight Test Station
GN&C Integration Simulator







Ground Operations Aerospace Language
Ground Operations Coordinator
Ground Operations Control Area
Ground Operating Equipment
Geostationary Operational Environment Satellite
Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite
KSC Ground Operations Manager at DFRC or WSMR
Ground Operations and Material Management System
Ground Operations Management System
Ground Operations Panel
































Ground Operations Requirements Plan
Ground Operations Review Panel
Ground Observer RF System
Ground Operations Support System






General Purpose Airborne Simulator
General Purpose Buffer Interface Module
Gel Permeation Chromatograph
General Purpose Computer








General Purpose Mission Equipment






General Purpose System Simulator
General Purpose Test Equipment
Ground Power Unit
GOAL Test Procedure Update Request
Ground Rule
Gamma Ray Explorer
Graphic Retrieval and Information Display
Green
Glide Return to Landing Site


































Ground Service Cooling Unit
Ground Software Development Laboratory
Ground Servicing Equipment
Ground Support Equipment
Ground Support Equipment List
Goddard Space Flight Center (Greenbelt, MD)
Glide Slope Indicator
Government Source Inspection






Ground Support Simulation Computer
Ground Support System Integration
Ground Space Flight Tracking and Data Network
Ground Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network
Gas Servicer Unit







































































































Holloman Air Force Base
Horizontal Access Kit
High Order Articulated Language
High Order Assembly Language
Houston Aerospace Language
High Order Assembly Language for Shuttle Flight
Computer





















































Heat Capacity Mapping Mission
High Cross Range















High Data Rate Assembly
High Data Rate Multiplexer
High Data Rate Recorder












































High Energy Astronomy Observatory








High Efficiency Particle Accumulator
High Efficiency Particle Air (Filter)
HIM Equipment Rack
Hazardous Exposure Reduction and Safety Criteria Plan









Heat Flow and Convection
Hydraulic FlightControl
Hydraulic FlightControl Test












Hazardous Gas Detection System
Hot-Gas Manifold
Hangar





































Horizontal Ground Vibration Test



















High Level Assembler Language
Hold
Helmet


























































High Pressure Fuel Turbopump
High Pressure Gas
High Pressure Gas System
High Performance Insulation
High Pressure Oxidizer Pump
High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
Horizontal Payloads Processing Facility
Hydrogen Pressure Regulator










High Rate Acquisition Assembly
Hasselblad Reflex Camera
High Rate Dosimeter
High Rate Data Assembly
High Rate Demultiplexer
High Rate Digital Recorder




Hazard Reduction Precedence Sequence











































High Speed Data Line
Hypergol Servicing Facility
















High Test Level Language
High Temperature












Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
High Voltage Power Supply
Hover
Honeywell Verification Simulation Facility

















Hybrid Programmable Attitude Control Electronics























































































































International Civil Aviation Organization







Interface Coordination and Control Procedure
Interface Control Document
Interface Control Drawing
Incremental Critical Design Review



















































Inertial Components Temperature Controller
Interface Control Unit
Interrupted Continuous Wave





Inverter Distribution and Control Assembly
Integrated Digital-Analog Converter
Integrated Data Acquisition System
Insuit Drink Bag
IMBLMS Digital Computer











Information Definition Requirements Document












































Induced Environment Contamination Monitor
Inboard Engine Cutoff
Igloo Environment Control Subsystem
Interacting Equipment Documents



























Intercept Ground Optical Recorder
Inertial Guidance System
In-Space Ground Support Equipment






































Integration Hardware and Software Review
Indicated Horsepower




Igloo Internal Thermal Control Section
Instrument Landing Approach
Instrument Landing Approach System






Integrated Logistics Support Plan





Integrated Medical Behavioral Laboratory Measurement
System
Integrated Mission Control Center
Integrated Monitor and Control Panel
Intermediate














































































































































Input/Output Buffer (if Bus :_)











Integrated Open Problem List
Input/Output Queue Element






































Integrated Power and Attitude Control System




Instrumentation Program and Component List
Information Processing Division











Interface Problem Status Log
In-Plant Transporter
International Pipe Thread
Igloo Passive Thermal Control Section






Inspection and Repairs as Necessary





Inertial Rate Integrating Gyro
Interrange Instrumentation Group
Interrange Instrumentation Group B
Initiating Reference Letter
Interface Requirement List










































Initial Software Configuration Map
Instructional Systems Development (USAF)
Initial Systems Installation
Instrumentation Support Instruction
















Initial Spares Support List
Instrumentation Support Team
Integrated Systems Test
Intertank Structural Test Assembly
Integrated Subsystem Test Bed







Inspection and Test Instruction





















Integration and Test Order





Instrumentation Update Command System
Interface Unit Error Count Table
International Ultraviolet Explorer













Instantaneous Vertical Speed Indicator
Intervehicular Transfer





































Joint Atomic Energy IntelligenceCommittee
Joint Army-Navy




















Joint Program Integration Committee
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JSC Payload Operations Center
Joint Program Plan
Joint Review Board
Johnson Space Center (formerly MSC)
JSC Manual
Jet Select Logic
Joint Spacelab Working Group
Joint Systems Test
Job Task Analysis











































KSC Automated Payloads Plan/Requirement
KSC Automated Payloads Notice
KSC Automated Payloads ProjectSpecification
10,900 to 36,000 MCS
KSC CITE Plan/Requirement
KSC DOD Plan/Requirement
KSC DOD Payloads Plan/Requirement
KSC DOD Payloads Notice
KSC DOD Payloads Project Specification
KSC IUS Plan/Requirement
KSC IUS Notice






KSC Spacelab Project Specification
KSC Shuttle Management Document
KSC Shuttle Project Notice
KSC Shuttle Project Specification
KSC Shuttle Project Station Set Specification
KSC STS Plan/Requirement
KSC STS Notice
KSC STS Project Specification
Kick Stage














































Keyboard Cathode Ray Tube
Keyboard Configuration Studies
Kinetically Designed Nozzle
Keyboard and Display Test













Kano, Nigeria (Remote Site)
KSC Operation Instruction
KSC Organizational Manual
Thousand of Operations per Second
KSC Program Directive
Kilopulses per Second
KSC Program Requirements Document
Kilometers per Second
Ku-Band Single Access
John F. Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center Area Permit
KSC Station Set Specification
Kit
Knots































































Los Angeles Aircraft Division (Rockwell)
Landing Aids Control Building (SLF at KSC)
Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment
Large Area Crop Inventory Program
Laser Geodynamic Satellite
Launch Abort Guide Simulation
Launch Abort Interface Unit
Langley Research Center (Hampton, VA)
Laminar Angular Rate Sensor
Laboratory for Application of Remote Sensing System
for Aircraft Analysis






























































Low Cycle High Temperature Fatigue
Local
Least Common Multiple
Low Cost Modular Spacecraft
MMC uniform central number
Logic Control Output Module
Low Cross Range
Launch Control System







































Lunar Docking Events Controller
Long Duration Exposure Facility
Landing
Launch Data Interface Unit
Landmark
Low Data Rate














Long Eye Relief (Optics)
Lewis Research Center (Cleveland, OH)
Launch Equipment Shop
Launch Escape Subsystem
Leading Edge Structure Subsystem
Leading Edge Subsystem






Low Frequency Accelerometer Flutter
Low Frequency AcceIerometer Modes


































Landing and Ferry Operations Panel








Left Hand Circular Polarization











LRU Identification and Maintenance Requirements Catalog
Logistics Inventory Management System
Linear
Liquid Nitrogen













Launch and Landing Computational Facilities
Limited Life Item



































Launch and Landing Project
Launch and Landing Project Office








List of Measurement Points
Load Measurement System
Logistics Master Schedules




















Low Frequency Acquisition and Ranging
Low Frequency Oscillation























































List of Physical Dimensions
Low Pass Filter
LOPW Pressure Fuel Turboprop
Low Pressure Fuel Turbopump
Liquid Propellant Gun
Launch Pad Lightning Warning System
Lines per Minute
Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump
Low Pressure Oxygen
Line Printer
Launch Processing (Processor) System
Liters per Second
LPS/Central Data Subsystem







Logical Records of Fixed Length
Liquid Rocket Fuel
Large Radio Observatory
























































Life Science Payloads Development Facility
Land Sea Rescue
Launch Site Recovery
Life Science Research Module
Landing, Separation Simulator
Life Support Subsystem
Life Sciences Space Laboratory
Launch Site Support Manager
Launch Site Support Plan
Life Sciences Shuttle Research Centrifuge































































































Number of Revolutions Required for the Rendezvous
Meter
Maintenance and Checkout







Maintenance and Refurbishing Facility
Maintenance and Refurbishment
Maintenance and Repair












































Maintenance Analysis and Planning
Manufacturing Assembly and Test
Mathematical Association of America
Maximum Authorized Altitude












Monitor and Control Display System
Mechanical Antenna Control Electronics
Machine
Velocity Relative to the Speed of Sound
Major Assembly Checkout
Merge and Correlate Recorded Output (Program)
Madrid, Spain (STDN)
Maintenance Analysis Data
Multiplexer Analog to Digital Converter







































Management Automated Information Display System
Multipurpose Automatic Inspection and Diagnostic System
Maintenance
Maintenance














Magnetic Dipole Spark Transmitter
Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites
Measurement of Atmospheric Pollution from Satellites
Maintenance and Refurbishment
Memory Address Register
Martin Automatic Reporting System
Modular Airborne Recorder System




















































Mobile Unit (TACAN Station)
Management by Objective
Megabits per Second





Measurement, Command, and Control
Master Caution and Warning
Maximum Crossing Altitude
Monitoring and Control Assembly
Motor Control Assembly
Multichannel Analyzer
Mean Cycle between Failures
Main Combustion Chamber





Mission Control and Computing Center
Mission Control Center Simulation (System)
Maintenance Control and Display System
Multifunction CRT Display System
Multifunction CRT Display Unit
Maintenance and Checkout Facility
Mission Control Facility
Manipulator Controller Interface Unit
Master Control and Interface Unit
Mass Change Log
Master Configuration List
Maximum Cruise Level Thrust
Master Change Notice
Mission Control Operations




























Manipulator Controller Power Conditioner
Major Cost Proposal System
Master Change Record

















McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
Malfunction Detection, Analysis, and Recording
Meteorological Data Acquisition System





Main Distribution Control Assembly
Maintenance Data Collection System
Malfunction Display and Control System
Master Digital Command System
Material Data Collection System
Mate/Demate Device





















































































































Materials Engineering Research Laboratory







Modular Equipment Stowage Assembly








































































Mechanical Ground Support Equipment
Major Ground Test

















































MaterialInformationControl and Information System
Missile Command (Army)
Management Information and Control System
Midbody
GSFC Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network Station (KSC)
Merrit Island, Fla. (STDN Site)
Military
Merrit Island Launch Area
Missile Impact Location System
Mission Modes and Space Analysis









Military Intergovernmental Purchase Request







Massachusetts Institute of Technology (CSDL)
Master Instruction Tape
Mobile Igor Tracking Telescope System
Modular Integrated Utility Systems
Mechanical Joint



























































Maintenance Management and Control System
Material Management Accounting System
Martin Marietta Corporation
Mission Management Center
Master Measurement and Control List
Master Measurement Data Base
Mission Model Data File
























































Mission Operations Computational Facilities
Mission Operations Control Room
Multichannel Ocean Color Sensor














Mission Operations Planning Review
Mission Operations Planning Room
Mission Operations Planning System
Manufacturing Operation Record
Medical Operations Requirements Document
Mission Operations Requirements Document





























Metal Oxide on a Substrate













Maintenance Planning and Control









Mobile Payload Ground Handling Mechanism
Material and Personnel Handling Equipment
Mission Payload Integration
Modification Procurement Instrument Identification
Number




Minimum Power Level (65%)
Maintenance Planning (Data Base)
Manipulator Positioning Mechanism
Mass Properties Management Plan
Multiuse Payload and Mission Support Equipment
Material Processing Procedure































Mission Profile Storage and Retrieval
Multipurpose Support Room
Man Propulsion Test
Main Propulsion Test Article
Main Propulsion Test Facility
Main Propulsion Test Program
Multipurpose Tool Set







Measurement Requirement Change Request
Material Review Disposition
Mission Requirements Document




Measurement Requirements and Interface












Mating Sequence and Control
Milestone
































Material Science and Manufacturing in Space
Material Service Area
Minimum Surface Area
Materials Summary Acceptance Document
Most Significant Bit
Microwave Scanning Beam Landing System
MSBLS Ground Station
Manned Spacecraft Center (changed to JSC)
Master Sequence Controller
Materials Service Center
Moding Sequencing and Control
Measurement/Stimuli Change Request
Multispectral Scanner and Data System
Maintenance Support Equipment








Marshall Space Flight Center
Manned Space Flight Network





















































Monitored Sine Vibration (Test)
















Mean Time between Demand
Mean Time between Failure
Mean Time between Maintenance
Mean Time between Maintenance Action



































Mission and Traffic Control
Monitor and Test Control Area





Maintenance Test Equipment Catalog
Electrical Maintenance Test Equipment
Electronic Maintenance Test Equipment
Fluid Maintenance Test Equipment
Maintenance Test Equipment,Module
Mechanical Maintenance Test Equipment
Optical Maintenance Test Equipment
Mississippi Test Facility (now NSTL)
Modular Training Field Option
Mounting
Monitor Table Generator Program






















Mean Time to Accomplish

































Mean Time to Failure
Mean Time to First Failure















Multiple Use Marc System
Manpower Utilization Report
Canadian Government Satellite





























































































North American Aerodynamic Laboratory (Wind Tunnel)
Nacelle
Naval Air Engineering Center
National Association of Manufacturers
Navigation Analysis Program
Numerical Analysis Research
National Archives and Record Services
National Academy of Sciences
National Aircraft Standard
Naval Air Station
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Communications (Network)
NASA Structural Analysis






















































Nominal Correction 1 (Phasing Maneuver)
Nominal Corrective Combination (Maneuver)
Nuclear Criteria Group Secretary
Phasing Maneuver















National Electrical Safety Code























































Network Interface Data System






















Notification of Master Tool
Nitrogen Manual Valve
NASA Standard Initiator-Type I (was SMSI)
Normally Open









































Network Operations Control Center




North American Air Defense Command
Scandinavian Countries Broadcast Satellite
Normal
Night/Day Optical Survey of Thunderstorm Lightning








Nuclear Particle Detection Subsystem
Normal Power Level (see RPL)
NASA Part Number
Nitrogen Pressure Relief Valve
NASA Planning Studies
Net Positive Suction Head
Net Positive Static Pressure

























































Normal Slow Rate (Maneuver)
First Coelliptic Maneuver
Second Coelliptic Maneuver
National Space Science Data Center
National Space Technology Laboratory (was MTF)
Newton
National Technical Information Service
Nitrogen Tetroxide
Network Test Panel




NASA Test Support Office










New World Services Inc.















































Operation and Checkout (Building-was MSOB)


















Office of Applications (now OSTA)







Orbiter Air Flight Deck
Orbiter Atmospheric Flight Test Office
Overall Level
Ogden Air Logistics Center

































Oceanic and Atmospheric Scientific Information System
Overall Sound Pressure Level



















Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center
Office of Contract Compliance
Operations Control Center
Orbiter Critical Design Review


















































Operational Data Delivery Services
Optical Discrimination Evaluation Study
Orbit Determination Facility
Orbital Design Integration (System)
Operational Display Procedure
Output Data Redundancy
Operational Drawing Revision Advance Notice
Output Display Unit












Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Orbiter Flight Dynamics Simulator






Orbital (Orbiter) Flight System
Orbital Flight Test
Orbital Flight Test Data System
On-Orbit Flight Technique Meeting










































Orbital Height Adjustment Maneuver
Optics Hand Controller
Occupational Health Facility














Open Item Status Report
Orbiter Integrated Test
Oxidizer Isolation Valve
Orbiter Interface Verification Set
On-the-Job Training
Open Loop




Orbiter Landing Facility (now SLF)
Orbiter Landing Instrumentation Facilities
Orbiter Lift-Off Weight
Orbiter/LPS Signal Adapter
Orbiter Logistics Support Plan





Office of Management and Budget


































Operations and Maintenance Control File
Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout Facility
Operations and Maintenance Documentation
Operations and Maintenance Data Record
Orbital Main Engine
Orbital Maneuvering Engine
Orbiter Mission Elapsed Time
Orbiter Maintenance Engineering Working Group
Operations and Maintenance Instruction







Operations and Maintenance Plan
Operational Maintainability Problem Reporting
Observed Mass Point Trajectory
Operations Management Room
Operations and Maintenance Requirements
Orbiter Management Review
Operating Material Review Board
Operational Maintenance Requirements Catalog
Operations and Maintenance Requirements Plan
Operations and Maintenance Requirements Specification
O&M Requirements and Specifications Documentation
Operational Maintainability Reporting Systems Document
Operational Maintenance Requirements and Specifications
Document
Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem
Office of Manned Space Flight (now OSTS)




Orbiter Neutral Buoyancy Trainer
Operator Need Date












































Oxidizer Preburner Oxidizer Valve








Operational Planning Identification File
Orbiter Prime Item Specification
Open Problem List
Operational
Orbiter Processing and Landing Facility
Operational Phase
Orbiter Project Office
Oxidizer Preburner Oxidizer Valve
Opportunity
Opposite
Orbiter Projects Parts Authorization Request
Orbiter Project Parts List


































Operations Supervisor (GSTDN Site)





Operational Program Time Base
Opposite





















Optimum Repair Level Analysis
Operational Readiness Review
Operations Requirements Review
Orroval Valley, Australia (STDN)








































Orbiter System Definition Handbook
Operating Support Equipment
Orbiter Support Equipment
Office of Space Flight (now OSTS)
Ordnance Storage Facility
Occupational Safety and Health Activity
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Operations Shop/Lab Manager
Orbital Service Module
Operational Support Maintenance Plan
Ocean Systems Operation
Orbiter Systems Operating Procedures
Operations Support Room
Office of Space Science
Optics Subsystems
Orbiting Space Station
Orbiter Subsystems Requirements Handbook
Operations Support Team (GSFC)
Orbiter Support Trolley
Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications
Office of Space Tracking and Data Systems
Office of Space Transportation Operations
Orbiting System Test Plan
Office of Space Transportation Systems
Operating Time

















































































































Roll Rate (Angular Rate)
Particles and Fields Subsatellite









Procurement and Subcontract Management





















































Personnel Access Control Accountability System
Problem Action Control Center
Prelaunch Automatic Checkout Equipment
Pointing and Attitude Control System







Patrick Air Force Base
Payload Accommodations Handbook
Indonesian Communications Satellite
Photo Area and Location System




PAM, Atlas-Centaur Class Spacecraft
PAM, Delta Class Spacecraft
Pressure Ambient







































Planning and Scheduling System
Primary Avionics Software System
Problem Action Team
Production Acceptance Test
Preliminary Authority To Proceed












Payload Bay Door FWD
Payload Bay Door Mechanism
Push Button Indicator
Programmable Buffer Interface Card














































Payload Control and Checkout
Production Control Centers
Program Configuration Control Board
Payload Common Communication Equipment
Program Change Control Management
Provisioning Contract Control Number
Preliminary Contract Change Proposal
Procurement Control Document



































































Portable Commercial Test Equipment







Pyro Continuity Verification Box







Payload Deployment and Retrieval Subsystem
Propellant Drain Area





Power Distribution and Control System (Subsystem)
Pocket Dosimeter-High
Payload Data Interleaver










































Procurement Data Requirements Document
Procurement Data Requirements List
Payload Deployment and Retrieval Mechanism
Payload Data and Retrieval System
Payload Deployment and Retrieval System
Package Data System
Partitioned Data Set










Payload Effects Follow-on Study
Project Equipment Inspection Record






















































Payload Flight Control Facility







Preliminary Flight Rating Test
Preflight Relmat (X- 1,2,3...9 or A,B,C...Z)
Percent Full Scale





































Payload Ground Handling Mechanism
Program(able)
Primary G&N and Control System (Subsystem)
Payload Ground Operation Requirements
Payload Ground Operations Requirements Study
Spacelab Planning and Ground Rule
Power Generation Subsystem
Payload Ground Support Equipment
Plant Growth Unit




























Program Interface Control Plan
Program Information Control and Retrieval System
































Photo Index and Cataloging System
Predefined Input Control Sequence
Program Information Document
Program Introduction Document
Payload Installation and Deployment Aid
Portable Image Display System
P/L Integration Equipment
Preliminary Impact Engineering Change Proposal
Payload Integration Facility
Pendulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometer
Procurement Instrument Identification
Procurement Instrument Identification Number
Pulse Interval Modulation








Pulse Integrating Pendulum Accelerorneters
Pulse Integrating Pendulum Assembly
Preliminary Interface Revision Notice
Preinstallation Test
Payload Integration Task Group

































































Payload Launch Readiness Verification
Payload Systems






Portable Life Support Subsystem
Pilot
Production Lead Time










Performance Monitor Annunciation Driver









































Parallel Multiplexer Interface Adapter
Program Manager's Integration Review




Performance Management Operations Manual
Performance Management Operations Network























































Payload Operations Control Center
Purchase Order Change Notice
Payload Operations Division (JSC)
Pilot Operational Equipment
Pogo Suppression System
Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
Product of Inertia
Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants
Production Order Location and Reporting
Pallet-Only Mode
Printer Output Microfilm







Production Operations Review Board
Production Order Records Change Notice
Performance and Operations Requirements Document





Payload Operations Support Team
Positive



































Plasma Physics and Environmental Perturbation
































































Paso Robles (TACAN Station)
People's Republic of China (Payload)
Planning Research Corporation
Program Requirements Control Board











































































Power Reactant Storage and Distribution
Power Reactant Supply and Distribution
Power Reactant Storage and Distribution System
Problem Report Squawk Sheet
Pulse Repetition Time














































Propellant Systems Cleaning Laboratory
Preliminary Specification Change Notice
Power Spectral Density
Program Support Document
Payload Station Distribution Panel





Processing and Staging Faciliity (SRB)
Processing and Storage Facility (ET)
Pounds per Square Foot
Power Subsystem Group
Pounds per Square Inch
Pound per Square Inch Absolute
Pounds per Square Inch Differential
Propulsion Systems Integration Group
Pounds per Square Inch Gage












Pressure Static Probe Assembly
Priced Spare Parts List
Program Status Review


































Periodic Significant Scheduled Tasks
Patch Survey and Switching Unit
Power Switching Unit
Planetary Space Vehicle









Pad Terminal Connection Room
Passive Thermal Control Section
Passive Thermal Control System
Planning, Training, and Checkout System
Propellant Tanking Computer System
Provisioning Technical Documentation
PTD Data Selection Sheet
Preliminary Test Information
Programmed Test Input
















Propellant Utilization Control System
Propellant Utilization and Gaging System
























Purge, Vent, and Drain
Preburner Valve Actuator
Propellant Valve Actuator
Purge, Vent, Drain System
Precision Voltage Reference
Purge, Vent, Repressurize, and Drain
Preflight Verification Test
Pressure, Volume, and Temperature
Private
Pyrotechnic Verification Test
Planned Value of Work Accomplished
Planned Value of Work Scheduled
Pulse Width




Program Work Breakdown Structure
Puhe-Width Modulation












































Pitch Rate (Angular Rate)
Pitch Dynamic Pressure
Yaw Dynamic Pressure
36,000 to 46,000 MCS
Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance Chart




Qualification Acceptance Vibration Test
Quality Control
Queue Control Block
Quality Control Deficiency Report














Quality Planning Requirements Document
Quality Planning Specification
Quantity Planning Specification









































Quality Data Information and Control
Quality Unit Pack
Qualified Verification Testing









































Range Rate to Target, (+)Opening, (-)Closing
Minimum Range to Avoid Plum Impingement
Recorder and Communication Control
Research and Development
Research and Development Operations (MSFC)
Reserve and Process
Research and Program Management






















































Remote Amplifier and Adaption Box
Remote Application and Advisory Box
Reliability Action Center
Remote Automatic Calibration System


















Research and Applications Module
Responsibility Assignment Matrix
Recap and Movement Authorization
Radar Absorption Noise and Clutter
Research Applied to National Needs





























Radar Air TrafficControl Center
Remote Acquisition Unit
Remote Acquisition Unit Interconnecting Station





























Rough Combustion Cutoff Assembly
Remote Control Circuit Breaker











































Reaction Control System (Subsystem)






















Reference Designation Overflow Code
Readout




























































Request for Engineering Change Proposal
Recirculate













Range from Entry Interface (400 K)
Runway End Identification
RE I-Mollite










































































Request for Change Revolution
Request for Computer Program
Requirements Formulation Document
Request for Estimate












































Requirements and Formulation Phase
Request for Proposal Authorization
Request for Quotation




Rate Gyro Assembly-Left SRB
Rate Gyro Assembly-Orbiter






Right Hand Circular Polarization {Polarized)
Right Hand Equipment Bay
Rheostat











Resistance Inductance and Capacitance
Rockwell International Corporation
Remote Intercomputer Communications Interface
Review Item Disposition















































Reaction Jet Driver Aft
Reaction Jet Driver Forward
Reaction Jet OMS Driver
Recharge
Remote Load Controller

















Radian Means per Second
Random Motion Simulator
Redundancy Management System
Remote Manipulator System (Subsystem)
Root-Mean-Square













































Rough Order of Magnitude
Regulated Oxygen Supply
Removable Overhead Structure
Rosman, North Carolina (STDN Site)
Remaining Operating Time
Rotate, Rotation




Record and Playback Assembly
Request for Procurement Action (Authorization)
Remote Power Controller
Reliability Project Engineer





Remote Payload Operations Center
Reinforced Pyrolytic Plastic







































Rendezvous Radar Electronics Assembly











Receiving, Shipping, and Storage
Rudder Speed Brake
Range Safety Control/Command
Remote Station Communication Interface Equipment
Requirements and Specifications Document
Remote Site Data Processor
Receiving-Safing Facility





























































Real-Time Computer Center (NASA)
















Return to Launch Site
Return





























Remote Vehicle Checkout Facility
Rotary Variable Differential Transducer
Rotary Variable Differential Transformer
Requirements Verification Network






































Safe and Arm (Device)
Science and Application
Science and Applications Directorate
Science and Engineering (MSFC Directorate)
Second (Astronomical Tables)
S-Band











































































Schedule Allocation and Control
San Antonio Air Logistics Center
Shuttle Aerosurface Actuator Simulation
Spacecraft Assembly Building
Storage and Assembly Building
Strategic Air Command (USAF)
Support Action Center
Software Avionics Command Support





Society of Automotive Engineers
Spacecraft Assembly and Encapsulation Facility
San Andreas Fault Experiment






























Shuttle Avionics Integration Laboratory
Scientific Airlock
Shuttle Avionics Laboratory
Sacramento Air Logistics Center
Shuttle Attachment Manipulator
System Activation and Monitoring
Shuttle Automated Mass Properties
Shuttle Attachment Manipulator System
Space and Missile Systems Organization (USAF)
Space and Missile Test Center (VAFB, CA)
Space and Missile Test Center Manual




Safety Analysis Report for Packaging
Shuttle Astronaut Recruitment Program






Systems Approach to Training
Shuttle Attached Teleoperator
Supply and Transportation Operations
Shuttle Avionics Test System










Stock Balance and Consumption Report
Schematic Block Diagram
Sub-Bit Encoder
Speed Brake Hand Controller









































Selected Current Aerospace Notices
Self-Contained Atmospheric Protective Ensemble
Serialized Control and Record System
Subsystem Computer Application Software
Space Communication and Tracking
Storage, Checkout, and Transport










Site Configuration Control Board
Standard Cubic Centimeters per Hour
Standard Cubic Centimeters per Minute




Safing, Cooldown, and Decontamination Area





























Seller Critical Design Review
Shuttle Critical Design Review
Software Critical Design Review
Subcontractor Critical Design Review
Signal Conditioning and Display Unit
Signal Conditioning Equipment
Signal Conditioning Electronics Assembly






Standard Cubic Feet per Hour
Standard Cubic Feet per Minute
Standard Cubic Feet per Second




Standard Cubic Inches per Minute
Standard Cubic Inches per Second
Standard Change Integration and Tracking








Development Configuration Management Board







































System Change Review Group (MSFC)





















Summary Development Cost Plan






Single Degree of Freedom
System Development Facility (Breadboard)
Software Development Handbook
Selective Dissemination of Information






































Shuttle Data Processing Complex




Software Design Review Board
Shuttle Dynamic Simulation (Simulator)
Software Design Specification
Steering Damping System
Space Division Shuttle Simulator
Structural Dynamic Test
Structural Dynamic Test Article
Software Development and Verification Facilities
Support Equipment
System Element




Support Equipment Assembly and Checkout Facility
Shuttle Entry Air Data Sensor
Support Equipment Abbreviated Items Description









Shuttle Events Control Subsystem







































Space Environment Monitor System
Sensor
Shared Equipment Need Date
Sensitivity
Special Engineering Order
Synchronous Earth Observation Satellite
Separation
Support Equipment Package
Shuttle Electrical Power Analysis Program
Shuttle Electrical Power Analysis Report
Sequence, Sequencer
Serial
Shuttle Engineering Peeview Board
Systems Engineering i_eview Board





Shuttle Events Sequential Control
Space Environmental Simulation Laboratory
Safe










KSC Safety Operations Office
Sun Finder Assembly









































Survival Flight Control System
System Functional Design Specification
Site Format Dump Tape
Secondary Freon Loop
Space Flight Operations
Shuttle Flight Operations Manual
Safety Operating Procedure (KSC)
Single Failure Point
Summary Flight Plan
Single Failure Point Analysis
Short Form Provisioning Parts List
Single Failure Point Summary
Shuttle Flight Status




Structural Fatigue Test Article






Space Ground Link Station
Space Ground Link System
Simulated Greenwich Mean Time
Shuttle Ground Operations Simulation (Simulator)
Single Ground Point




Simplified High Accuracy Guidance (Honeywell)
Shutdown
Supercritical Helium
Sandia Human Error Rate Bank
Super High Frequency























































Shuttle Infrared Leeside Temperature Sensing
Scientific Instrumentation Module
Simulate, Simulation





Systems Integration Management Review
Shuttle Imaging Microwave System




























































System Load and Initialization
Spacelab Subsystems
Spacelab Subsystems Segment
ERNO Spacelab Product Assurance Department
Support and Logistics Areas
Stainford Linear Accelerator Center
Stowage List and Hardware Tracking System
Side Load Arrest Mechanism
Side Looking Airborne Radar
ERNO Spacelab Project Control
ERNO Spacelab Contract Administration




Spacelab Engineering Model Unit




































Star Line of Sight



















Shuttle Mission Control Center
Separation Monitor and Control System




Shielded Mild Detonating Cord
Span/Mission Evaluation Action Request
Shuttle Mission Engineering Simulator
Shuttle Mission Evaluation Simulation (Simulator)
Superconduction Magnetic Energy Storage
Spaceflight Meteorology Group





































Specimen Mass Measurement Device
Simulation Mission Operation Computer
Software Manaqement Plan
Structural Materials Property Manual
Shuttle Main Propulsion Test Requirement Board
Structure Module Qualification Test
Source, Maintenance, and Recoverability (Code)
Spin Motor Rotational Detector





Shuttle Mission Simulator Computer Complex
System
Standard Manned Space Ftiqht Initiator
(see NSI-I)
Shuttle Model Test and Analysis System
Soft Mockup
Shuttle Master Verification Plan




Space Nuclear Systems Office
Sensor
Support Operations (KSC Dir.)
Sulphur Dioxide
Shuttle Orbital Applications and Requirements
Shuttle Operation Automated Reportinq System
Support Operation Automated Training System
Simulation Operation Computer
System Option Controller
Shuttle Operational Capability Assessment Report
Satellite Operations Control System
Spacelab Orbiter Common Hardware
Subsystem Operation and Checkout System
Shuttle Operational Data Book
Start of Data Block
































Ship Operations Manager (NASA)
Spares Optimization Model
Standard Operating Manual
Start of Minor Frame
































































Air Force STS Liaison Office (KSC Shuttle)
Flight and Ground Systems Office (KSC Shuttle)
Integrated Logistics Support Office (KSC Shuttle)
Operations Planning and Integration Office (KSC
Shuttle)
Off-Site Offices (KSC Shuttle)
Program Control Office (KSC Shuttle)






Spacecraft Prelaunch Automatic Checkout Equipment
Shuttle Payload Accommodation Document
Shuttle Problem Analysis Data System
Simulation Processor and Formatter
Space Radiation Analysis Group
Spacelab Payload Accommodations Handbook
Spacecraft Analysis
Space Research and Technology
Shuttle Pallet Satellite (German)
Speed Brake
Shipping and Packing Cost
Starting Point Code
Synoptic Properties Code
STS Processing Control Center
Simulation Process Control Unit
Standard Practice Directive
Subsystem Power Distribution Box
Speed Brake





Special Purpose End Effector
Spacelab Processing Facility
Single Point Failure Analysis



































Spacelab Payload Integration and Coordination in
Europe
Support Planning Identification File
Shuttle Payload Integration and Development Program
Office (JSC)
Standard Payload Interface
Shuttle Program Implementation Instruction









Special Purpose Manipulator System




STS Planning and Operations Management
Simulation Planning Panel
Solar Physics Payload
Shuttle Preferred Pyrotechnic Items List
Spare Parts Provisioning List
Software Problem Report
Subcontractor Performance Review





Statement of Prior Submission
Support
Supplemental Provisioning Technical Documentation





































Safety, Reliability, and Quality







Software Requirements Change Board
Software Requirements Control Board




Subsystems Requirement Definition Handbook






































SRB Receiving and Subassembly Facility

























Space Shuttle Access Tower
Single Sideband
Source Selection Board





Surface Sampler Control Assembly
Support ServicesControl Center
Space Shuttle Cargo Handling System
Shuttle System Commonality List







































Space Shuttle Engineering and Operations Support
SRB Storage Facility
Space Shuttle Flightand Ground System Specification
Santa Susana Field Laboratory
Station Set Handbook
SignificantStructural Item
Shuttle System InterfaceBlock Diagram
Systems Software InterfaceProcessing





Space Shuttle Maintenance Baseline
Space Shuttle Main Engine










Spacelab Stored Program Command
Shuttle System Payload Data
Shuttle System Payload Definition (Study)
Shuttle System Payload Description
Space Shuttle Payload Data Activity
Subsystem Power Distribution Box
Space Shuttle Payload Data Study
Space Shuttle Program Ground Support Equipment
Space Shuttle Program Manager
Space Shuttle Program Office
Space Shuttle Payload Planning Steering Group
























Space Shuttle Program Schedule




Station Set Requirements Documents
System Software Reference Number








Subsystem Terminal on Spacelab
Space Shuttle Test Conductor
Spinning Solid Upper Stage
SSUS for Arias-Centaur Class Spacecraft
SSUS for Delta Class Spacecraft

















Station Data Acquisition and Control
Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
Space Tracking and Acquisition Network





























Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Group
Scientific and Technical Report
Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Report












Standard Distribution List (letter denoting which
list follows)




Spin Test Facility (see DSTF)
Structural Fatigue Test
Stage
Software Test and Integration Laboratory
SAIL Test Implementation Requirements Document
Space Technology Laboratories
































































Space Uhrareliable Modular Computer





Supervisor of Salvage (U.S. Navy)
Support
Supervisor







Shuttle Vehicle Assembly and Checkout
Shuttle Vehicle Assembly Building




Space Vehicle Dynamic Simulator
Space Vehicle Operations (KSC Dir.)






























Subdivision of Work Authorization Document
Stress Wave Analysis Technique
Software Working Group













Hughes Spin Stabilized Spacecraft


































Test and Checkout Procedure
Transportation and Docking
Time and Materials

































































Test and Checkout Operations
Terminal Area Energy Management
Technical Air-to-Ground
Test Assembly Inspection Record
Tactical Approach and Landing Radar
Thermal Analytical Model












Technical and Schedule Performance Report
Total Air Temperature
Turnaround Time









































































































Thermal Control System (Subsystem)
Thermal Control Subsystem Segment
Time Compliance Technical Instruction
















Tracking and Data Relay Satellite


























































Test Engineers Readiness List






Triplex Flight Control Subsystem
Time from Event




Total Field of View







Teleoperator Ground Operations Working Group
Telemetry Ground Station
Telemetry Ground System
Telemetry Ground Support Equipment
Target
Translation Hand Controller







































































































































Thermal Protection and Control
Test Preparation Area
Telemetry Preprocessor Computer
Test Procedures Development System
Test Project Engineer







































Terminal Phase Midcourse #1




Thermal Protection System (Subsystem)
Twisted Pair Shielded






Teleoperator Retrieval/Skylab Boost System
Payload Furnished Mars Tape Recorder (1 of 2)
Payload Furnished Mars Tape Recorder (2 of 2)
Training Requirements Analysis
Turnaround Requirements Analysis
















































Test Requirements Specification Document
Trunnion Angle
Serial Traceability













Test Support Coordination Office
Test Support Coordinator
Training Simulator Control Panel
Test Start Date
Transportation Support Equipment







Twisted Shielded Pairs (Cables)
Technical Status Review
Test Status Report
Total System Requirements Analysis
Time Sharing System
Tug Structural Support









































Tracking Telemetry and Control
Thermomechanical Test Area
Time to Apogee
Telemetry, Tracking, and Command
Time to Circularize (Orbit)
Tunnel Thermal Control
Thrust Translation Controller Assembly
Tracking Telemetry, Command, and Voice
Time to Event



















Thrust Vector Control Driver
Thrust Vector Control System




Thrust Vector Control Servoamplifier
TV Subsystem Interconnecting Station
Thermal Vacuum Test





















Trisonic Wind Tunnel (Rockwell)
Teletype Wire Transmission
Translation Hand Controller X-Axis Direction
Transmit Channel
Transmitter/Receiver
Translation Hand Controller Y-Axis Direction
Typical






















































Urine Collection Transfer Assembly
Update Buffer



















































































United Space Booster Inc.
Unified S-Band System (Subsystem)
Microsecond
Update Software Identity
United States Navy Ship



































































Video and Data (Processing) Assembly
Video and Data Acquisition
Vibro-Acoustic
Voh-Ampere
46,000 to 56,000 MCS
Velocity Vectory Axis
Vertical-Cargo Integration Test Equipment














Vehicle Assembly and Checkout
Volts, ac












































VHF Omnidirectional Radio Range
VHF Omni Range-UHF Distance Measuring Equipment
VHF Omni Range Tactical Air Navigation
Variable Omni Range Tactical (VOR and TACAN)
VHF Omni Test
Voice Operated Transmitter (Transmission)



















































Vandenberg Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Group
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio





















Velocity along the X-Axis
Velocity along the Y-Axis





































































Window Contamination Control Number

















































































































Work Station Control Center
Wide-Band Data
White Sands Ground Terminal
White Sands Missile Range
Water Servicer Operator
White Sands Test Facility
Water Servicing Unit








Wet Tantalum Slug Capacitor
Wind Tunnel Test
Work Unit Code
Work Unit Code File























X-Axis of Solid Rocket Booster






























Y-Axis, Horizontal-Width of Vehicle/Structure
Yaw
Out-of-Plane Velocity




Y-Axis of Solid Rocket Booster






















Normal Acceleration (Load Factor)
Z-Axis Direction
Z-Axis Rate of Change
Zone




Z-Axis of Solid Rocket Booster
Z-Axis of External Tank
Impedance Cardiogram
Zero Gravity Trainer
Zone of Interior (Continental USA)
Z Local Vertical (Payload Bay toward Earth)
Station Identification Symbol, Orbiter X-Axis
Impedance Cardiogram
Impedance Pneumogram
Z Solar Inertial (Payload Bay facing away from Sun)
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